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Abstract: Automated inspection of fruit quality involves computer vision based recognition of healthy and
defected fruits based on colour and texture features derived from fruit images. This paper introduces a low level
feature, colour texture moments which combines colour moments and local Fourier transform as a texture
representation for quality inspection of tropical fruits in Maharashtra such as guavas. First, Local Fourier
Transform is applied to derive eight characteristics maps for describing co-occurrence relation of pixel in each
colour space. Then, the first and second moments of these maps resulting in 48 dimensional feature vectors are
calculated. The colour texture moments with classifiers namely probabilistic Neural Network and Support Vector
Machines are tested to sort defective fruits. The results show the effectiveness of the colour texture moments
in terms of its absolute performance and comparative performance compared to the other colour space and the
support vector machine classifier. An overall 97.14% classification accuracy is achieved by support vector
machines.
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INTRODUCTION Various  studies   have   been     conducted to

India is the second largest producer of fruits after quality parameters  of  fresh   fruits.  A descriptive
China, with a production of 44.04 million tonnes of fruits measure  to  characterize apple features includes
every year. roundness   and    color    properties    of   defected  spot

A large variety of fruits such as mango, banana, [1-6]. Many attempts have been made to implement
guava, grapes, apple and pineapple are grown in India. quality grading  algorithms  in online  sorting machines.
Although fruits are grown throughout of the country, the [7, 8].
major fruit growing states are Maharashtra, Tamil Nadu, The uniform color and texture grading of fruits by
Karnataka andhra Pradesh, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh and human experts has resulted in a serious problem due to
Gujarat. seasonal fluctuations in grading criteria, the difference

After harvesting, fruits are transported to the post- among production areas. Hence, computer vision systems
harvest and packing plant to be tested and graded for are more popular for quality inspection of fruits in food
various quality attributes that determine their price and industry since last decade.
destination. For pricing any fruit, external appearance is Bayesian discriminant analysis was used by Blasco
one of the most important criteria. The external et al. [9] to classify each pixel into one of the predefined
appearance evaluation includes uniform colour classes in order to detect weeds in the field. Calibrated
distribution on surface and defect free, well formed shape computer vision system is developed to provide
of fruit. Generally defective fruits are judged by the quantitative description of mango colour characteristics
empirical sense of grading by a worker’s eyes. [10].

perform    non-destructive       measurements   of the
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A multispectral machine vision system to grade bi- The database  consists  of  300  guavas,  of  which
colored apples into two quality categories was proposed
by Devrim Unay et al. [11]) using statistical, textural and
geometric features and achieved 93.5% accuracy. Xiabo
et al. [12] used three-camera system to automatically
grade the fruits as normal or defective and reached 96%
accuracy. A data fusion of the electronic nose (e-nose)
and acoustic sensor was proposed and combined with
CCD and IR sensors to classify maturity and ripeness
levels of mangoes [13].

A very basic issue in designing computer vision
based fruit grading system is to select the most effective
image features to represent image contents. Currently,
many low level features are widely used which include
color features, such as color correlogram[14], color
moments [15], color histogram [16] and texture features,
such as Gabor wavelet feature [17], MR-SAR [18]. As the
color and texture features carry different image
information, their combination may be useful to detect
defective fruit. Colour texture moments are used to
integrate colour and texture information of image.

In this paper, fruit defect detection algorithms is
presented. Colour texture moments are proposed to extract
features from the defective skin of fruits and then classify
them into corresponding quality categories by
Probabilistic Neural network and SVM classifier.
Classification is performed into two quality grades
(healthy or defective). A case study of tropical fruits of
Maharashtra, India is considered for experimental testing.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Sample Collection: This work is aimed at classification of
guavas into two quality grades  (healthy  or  defective).
For this reason, a total of 300 guavas of different cultivars
and ripeness levels were collected at random from guava
orchards. The guava varieties selected for the study
include Allahabad safeda, Dharwar, Dholka from orchards
of Ichalkaranji, Sangali, Kolhapur (Maharashtra, India)
and Borgaon (District:Chikodi, Karnataka, India). All the
fruits were harvested in the production season of 2012.

In this study, rather than sampling the guavas
randomly, we intentionally selected healthy and defected
samples as a training set to cover maximum range of
defects. Obviously, establishing distinguishing
boundaries using color features requires inspection and
grading by an experienced human expert. Thus guavas are
first classified manually by professional inspectors into
two categories as healthy and defective.

160 are voted as  healthy  and  140  are  voted  defected.
A database of fruit images is formulated by acquiring an
image for each fruit by placing them over a black sheet. A
uniform diffused illumination system is used and distance
from camera to the sample was kept constant while
capturing clear images of the fruits. All images are then
saved on computer to be used as a database to extract
colour and texture features from each fruit sample and to
design a classifier to sort them. During the learning mode,
the color texture features extracted from database of
known samples are analyzed to detected fruit. Therefore,
another set of fruits consisting of 300 with 160 healthy
and 140 defected are collected as attesting set to validate
classification and to evaluate accuracy of the system.

Image Acquisition: Fruit images are captured using a
image acquisition system which consisted of the
following elements:

The image acquisition system used in this study
consists of a camera (Sony DSC-22 W290), a lighting
system composed of backlighting and personal
computer. The system has a CCD camera to capture
the scene that consists of fruit. The camera is
connected to a personal computer.
An image processing software package

All the algorithms for image pre-processing and
segmentation, color transformations, texture feature
extraction and classification are written in MATLAB v7.0
(Math Works, Inc., USA).

Image Processing: The captured image from experimental
setup is in RGB colour space. For extraction of colour and
texture features, an important issue is selection of colour
space. As RGB colour space is device dependent, it is
converted to various colour spaces such as HSV and CIE
L*a*b*. RGB colour space is mapped to HSV colour
space using image processing toolbox function ‘rgb2hsv’
of MATLAB.

But drawback of HSV colour space is that it has
unstable values at near zero saturation. Also, problems
arise if Fourier Transform is applied to Hue channel.
Though Hue is an angular coordinate, it is stored as scalar
value which leads to high frequencies for only soft colour
changes between red and magenta. To resolve these
issues, HSV colour space is modified and represented in
three dimensional vector X(x1, x2, x3) as and referred as
modified HSV,
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As RGB color model is device dependent, there is no
direct formulas for conversion between RGB and L*a*b*.
So RGB values first need to be transformed to a specific
absolute color space, such as sRGB or CIEXYZ. Thus the Fig. 1: Eight neighbourhoods of pixel p(x,y)
resulting data will be device independent, allowing data to
be transformed into L*a*b*. The nonlinear RGB values a=1/3 =7.7870
are transforms to linear CIEXYZ values by (1): t = =0.008856 (5)

where  = 6/29. 

(1) information  about   the    color    patterns  of ripeness

For comparisons, the standard XYZ values are scale (R, G, B, L*, a*, b*, x1, x2, x3) are stored for further
converted into CIELAB(or CIE L*a*b*)colour space analysis.
(CIE,1986)using (2). To avoid computational delays associated with

to obtain 256×256 pixel images. Resizing allows better

(2) colour texture feature calculation.

Where the   local-similarity    and     8-neighbour  gray-tone

transform is evaluated.  Consider {I(x,  y)  |x=0,1....L-1

(3) The  8 neighbourhood  of    pixel   (x,  y) are P P P P

The division of the domain of the f(t) function into Denoting it as a periodic sequence of period 8;
two parts is done to prevent an infinite slope at t = 0. f(t) I(x,y,n)=P  ; 0 n 7. It is obvious that the similar parts of
is assumed to be linear below some t, such that t = t  and texture have same I(x,y,n) series and Local Fourier0

is assumed to match the t  part of the function at t  in Transform coefficients [19]. So the local Fourier transform1/3
0

both value and slope. coefficients are utilized to extract features for representing

equivalent to eight unique templates operating on image

(4)

The intercept f(0)=b is chosen so that L would be 0*

for Y = 0: b = 16/116 = 4/29 
Solving the above two equations are for a and t ; we0

have,

2

0
 3

Since different color channels could give different

level  of  guava,  the  intensity images from each color

further image processing analysis, the images are resized

scrutiny and interpretation (all images have the same
spatial pixel dimensions) and also keeps computation
times manageable. The resized 256×256 pixel 8-bit
intensity images from each colour scale are used for

Local Fourier Transform: A texture  feature  based  on

spatial   dependencies    by    using  local Fourier

and  y=0,1,...M-1}as    original    image  of size{M x N}.
0, 1. 2, 3,

P  P  P  P   in  anti  clockwise  order  are as shown in4, 5, 6, 7

the Fig. 1.

n

the local grey-tone spatial dependency. Thus it is

respectively. These eight characteristics maps are
obtained as, 
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Fig. 2: Eight templates for computing FI (k): (a)F(x, y,0);
(b) F(x, y,4) ; (c) real part of F(x, y,1) ; (d)imaginary
part of F(x, y,1) ; (e) real part of F(x, y,2) ;
(f)imaginary part of F(x, y,2) ; (g) real part of F(x,
y,3) ; (h)imaginary part of F(x, y,3).

So co-occurrence and spatial distribution of gray
levels is presented by FI(k).

The eight templates are orthogonal to each other as
shown in Fig 2.

Colour Texture Moments Extraction: According to
probability theory, probability distribution is uniquely
characterized by its moments. This implies that colour
distribution is characterized by its moments. Most of the
time color distribution information can be captured by the
low-order moments, using only the first and second order
moments [20].

Similar to colour moments, first and second moments
of characteristics map FI(k) can be utilized in feature
extraction. First two moments namely mean and standard
deviations are calculated for eight characteristics map for
every colour channel. Thus, total 16 dimensional feature
vectors are obtained for single colour channel. For
example, for CIE L*a*b* colour space total 48 dimensional

Table 1: Common parameter values used for all the PNN configurations
Parameter Value
Learning Rate 0.1
Maximum number of epochs 5000
Performance Function ‘SSE’
Number of neurons in input layer 600
Number of neurons in output layer 2

feature vectors are calculated. Thus colour texture
moments are expansion of colour moments with eight
characteristics maps which are orthogonal to each other.

Grading: To classify fruits into two best categories
(Defective and healthy) following statistical classifiers are
used. Also, their comparative performance while grading
is evaluated.

Support Vector Machines (SVM): In data mining, SVM
[21] is another popular statistical learning algorithm. It has
been widely applied in a large number of applications,
such as pattern recognition. This approach finds the
optimal linear hyper planes which not only divide the
largest portion of data points, but also maximize the
distance of each class from that hyper plane at the same
time. If the input space is non separable, it is mapped into
the high-dimensional feature space by kernel function so
that the data in the high dimensional feature space
becomes linearly separable. The various kernel functions
used are linear, Radial basis, polynomial, etc. To evaluate
feasibility of SVM as classifier, various kernel functions
are used and better results are obtained for Radial Basis
kernel function. So it is selected for further analysis.

Probabilistic Neural Network (PNN): PNN is feed
forward neural network which is derived from Bayesian
Network and Kernel Fisher discriminant analysis. It is
organized into four layers as input layer, hidden layer,
summation layer and output layer. The common
parameters of all the PNN configurations are shown in
Table 1.

Ten different PNN configurations with different
number of neurons in hidden layers are designed and
tested.

Evaluation: To validate analysis, full cross validation by
leave-one-out method approach is implemented during
development of each classifier in which one sample is
preserved for validation and the rest of the samples are
employed to build the classification model. The same
routine is repeated until each sample is used once as a
validation sample.
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Fig. 3: Fruit grading results into two quality categories
with colour texture moments for various colour
spaces.

Table 2: Confusion matrix for the best two-category grading using SVM
Graded in

Color True -------------------------- Total Overall
Space Used Categories Defective Healthy fruits accuracy (%)
L*a*b* Defective 132 28 160 90.66

Healthy 0 140 140
Modified_HSV Defective 144 16 160 94.66

Healthy 0 140 140
RGB Defective 132 28 160 90.66

Healthy 0 140 140

Table 3: Confusion matrix for the best two-category grading using Neural
Network

Graded in
Color True ------------------------ Total Overall
Space Used Categories Defective Healthy fruits accuracy (%)
L*a*b* Defective 160 0 160 97.14

Healthy 8 132 140
Modified_HSV Defective 160 0 160 90

Healthy 28 112 140
RGB Defective 160 0 160 94.28

Healthy 16 124 140

The following measures are used to estimate the
grading performances of the classifiers tested in this
study: Producer’s Accuracy, User’s Accuracy, Overall
Accuracy and Cohen’s  Kappa  statistic  [22].  Producer’s

accuracy is calculated as the number of correctly
classified fruits divided by the reference fruits for that
category, whereas user’s accuracy is computed as the
number of correctly classified fruits in each category
divided by the total fruits that were classified in that
category [23]. Cohen’s Kappa statistic [22] is a measure of
inter-rater reliability, which estimates the agreement
between two raters. The kappa coefficient is more robust
measure than overall accuracy. Kappa coefficient falls in
the range of [0,1], where higher value of coefficient shows
more agreement among raters.

Experimental Results
Two  Category   Grading:   The  marketing  standard of
The  United  States  or     Codex   international  standard
for  guava  fruit   defines   grade-defect-free  fruits as
“Extra   Class”.    Thus   fruit   grading   is  performed
using  Colour  Texture  moments for all colour space in
best two categories as defective and healthy fruit. Fig. 3
displays the best classification accuracy achieved for this
test.

As observed, when L*a*b* colour space is used;
highest classification accuracy achieved is 97.14% by
SVM.

In Table 2, the confusion matrix of SVM with colour
texture moments features for all selected colour spaces is
shown. Classification accuracy on healthy fruits is
97.14%, 90% and 94.28% for L*a*b*, modified_HSV and
RGB colour space respectively. It is observed that L*a*b*
colour space is the found to be most promising colour
space for guava grading.

The confusion matrix of Probabilistic Neural Network
with colour texture moments features for all selected
colour spaces is shown in Table 3. The best classification
accuracy on healthy fruit achieved by modified_HSV
colour space is 94.66%.

Performance Comparison of Classifiers: The two-
category grading results till now have shown that
individual classifiers achieve high accuracy in different
colour space.

Table 4: Comparison of the two-category grading using classifiers
Classifier SVM Probabilistic Neural Network
Colour space used L*a*b* Modified_HSV

Colour Texture moments (48 dimensions)
Features used ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Grade Producer’s Accuracy User’s Accuracy Producer’s Accuracy User’s Accuracy
Defected 100 95.23 90 100
Healthy 94.28 100 100 89.74
Overall Accuracy 97.14 94.66
Kappa 0.9460 0.8934
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Table 4 displays a detailed comparison of these two 3. Paulus, I., R. De Busscher and E. Schrevens, 1997.
classifiers performance. It is observed that SVM classifier
in L*a*b* color space outperforms Probabilistic Neural
Network in modified_HSV color space in terms of
producer’s and user’s accuracies of each category as well
as overall accuracy and actual errors. For Kappa statistic,
higher the value better the method, is also coherent with
this observation.

It is noticed from Table 4 that SVM classifies
defective fruit accurately and PNN classifies Healthy fruit
accurately. In terms of the computational complexities,
SVM classifier is relatively simpler as compared to
Probabilistic Neural Network.

CONCLUSIONS

A novel low-level feature Color Texture Moments is
proposed for fruit grading. Local Fourier Transform is
opted as a texture representation scheme and eight
characteristic maps are derived for describing co-
occurrence relations of image pixels. Finally first and
second order moments of these maps are used to
characterize image pixel distribution.

The experimental grading results certify  that  the
eight  characteristic  maps  do imply important properties
of texture.   Performance    comparison   of  both
classifiers  SVM  and  PNN is  evaluated for selected
colour  space.   As   SVM  gives  100%  detection
accuracy for defected fruit which is mandatory than 100 %
accuracy for healthy fruits detection, SVM is elected as
classifier for fruit grading. It is observed that SVM
classifier gives better accuracy for L*a*b* colour space.
In conclusion, SVM based fruit grading method is
computationally less demanding with more accuracy as
compared to PNN.
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